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Resource Allocation in User-Centric Optical
Wireless Cellular Networks based on Blind
Interference Alignment
Ahmad Adnan Qidan, Member, IEEE, Máximo Morales-Céspedes, Member, IEEE, Ana Garcı́a Armada, Senior
Member, IEEE and Jaafar M. H. Elmirghani, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Visible light communications (VLC) have been re-
cently proposed to enhance the capacity of next generation of
wireless services. Moreover, VLC networks usually comprise
a large number of overlapping optical access points (APs).
Moreover, each of these APs provides a small and confined
area of coverage in order to generate satisfactory illumination.
In this work, a user-centric (UC) clustering formation based
on the K-means algorithm is proposed to manage the inter-
cell interference (ICI) and enhance the performance of VLC
networks. Moreover, assuming that each user is equipped with
a reconfigurable photodetector, the use of blind interference
alignment (BIA) in each UC cluster is considered. Notice that
the data rate demands are not the same for all the users. We
formulate an optimization problem to maximize the utility of the
network resources allocated to the users based on their demands.
After that, a centralized algorithm is proposed to obtain an
optimal solution through exhaustive search, which is subject to
high complexity. To reduce the complexity of this optimization
problem, the problem is divided into sub-problems based on
the number of constructed UC clusters. Then, a distributed
algorithm via Lagrangian multipliers is proposed within each
UC cluster with the aim of providing a near optimal solution
to the centralized algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed resource allocation algorithms provide higher
performance than a uniform resource allocation scheme among
users.
Index Terms—Visible light communications, resource alloca-
tion, blind interference alignment, user-centric
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the surge in Internet usage and the need for high
speed wireless networks in our daily applications, exploiting
new bands beyond the radio frequency (RF) spectrum is
required in order to satisfy the demands of the users. Recently,
visible light communications (VLC) have been recognized as a
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promising technology for the next generation of wireless com-
munications [1]–[3]. The light sources such as light emitting
diode (LED) lamps can be used for data transmission in ad-
dition to their main function of providing illumination. In this
sense, light sources do not interfere with other electromagnetic
devices, and therefore, VLC can be used in applications that
are sensitive to electromagnetic interference such as airplanes,
underground mining industry or hospitals [4].
Multiple optical access points (APs) are typically deployed
to provide satisfactory illumination and coverage. Each source
of light illuminates a small and confined area referred to as
attocell. As a consequence, VLC networks are subject to inter-
cell interference (ICI). Traditional schemes applied to cellular
networks for managing the ICI such as frequency reuse (FR)
are not suitable for VLC due to the small cell footprint of each
optical AP, which might lead to frequency switching every few
meters [5]. The network-centric (NC) design proposed in [6]–
[9] groups multiple optical APs to generate optical cells with
larger coverage so that the ICI can be reduced. This approach
obtains fixed-shape cells regardless of the distribution of users
or the load balancing among cells. Following the approach
based on grouping optical APs, user-centric (UC) designs are
derived in [8]–[12] obtaining elastic-shape cells based on the
users distribution that adjust better than the NC approach to
the requirements of the VLC systems and traffic demands.
Once the optical APs are grouped in cells, multi-user
interference (MUI) must be managed. Based on cooperation
and channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter side,
transmit precoding (TPC) schemes such as minimizing the
mean square error (MMSE) [13], zero-forcing (ZF) or in-
terference alignment (IA) [14], [15] have been proposed for
maximizing the degrees of freedom (DoF). The DoF can be
interpreted as the multiplexing gain or the number of symbols
simultaneously transmitted per time slot. Beyond the need for
cooperation and CSI at the transmitters, for VLC, transmission
through the optical channel involves additional constraints
such as ensuring a real and non-negative transmitted signal
or the lack of small scale effects, which may generate highly
correlated channel responses that hamper the performance of
TPC schemes in VLC [16].
A signal processing technique referred to as blind inter-
ference alignment (BIA) for aligning the interference without
CSI nor cooperation among transmitters is proposed in [17].
Basically, BIA is based on exploiting the channel variations
among the users during a set of symbol extensions that com-







(a) Concept of reconfigurable receiver.
1 2 3
Mode 1 — Mode 1
1 2 3
— Mode 2 —
Mode 1 Signal processing
Mode 2 Signal processing
1 2 3
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1
Mode 1 selected at time slots 1 and 3
Mode 2 selected at time slot 2
Resulting supersymbol
(b) Mode switching. Each mode provides a linearly independent channel
response. The switching pattern forms the supersymbol for user k.
Fig. 1. Formation of the supersymbol for a generic user during 3 time slots.
pose a supersymbol. These symbol extensions may correspond
to frequency or time slots. For the sake of simplicity, each
symbol extension corresponds to a time slot from now on.
Thus, the implementation of BIA is subject to employing
receivers that can switch among a set of channel states that are
linearly independent as shown in Fig. 1(a). The supersymbol
is composed of the modes selected at each time slot as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The concept of reconfigurable photodetector was
proposed in [18] to implement BIA schemes in VLC. Basi-
cally, a reconfigurable photodetector is composed of several
photodiodes whose parameters such as the orientation angle,
e.g., following an angle diversity pattern [19], [20], or the
filter plus concentrator modify the optical channel response as
a non-linear function. Therefore, the reconfigurable photode-
tector provides a set of linearly independent channel responses
to each user. In such a way, a practical implementation of a
reconfigurable photodetector is analyzed in [21].
BIA does not require CSIT or cooperation at the transmitter
side. It provides other advantages for VLC such as ensuring
the non-negativity of the signal without adding a DC bias. It
also results in the non-influence of the correlation among the
channel responses of the users. Moving to medium-large size
VLC networks, BIA schemes are subject to a noise increase
proportional to the number of served users and a required
coherence time that increases exponentially with the number
of served users and optical APs. Furthermore, due to the small
and confined area of coverage provided by each optical AP,
considering clusters of optical APs for BIA schemes might
lead to high ICI. In [8]–[10], [12], alternative BIA schemes are
proposed for VLC networks based on exploiting the network
topology given by both NC and UC perspectives.
To the best of our knowledge, these BIA-UC approaches
do not consider the management of the network resources.
Specifically, uniform resource allocation is typically assumed
in most of the VLC systems. Therefore, the resource manage-
ment cannot be adapted to the current heterogeneous traffic
demands. The use of utility functions for resource allocation
is initially proposed in [22], [23]. A centralized algorithm is
proposed in [24] for optimizing the bandwidth allocated to
each user, while distributed algorithms are derived in [25],
[26] in order to reduce the complexity of the centralized
algorithms. Focussing on the resource management in VLC
systems, several optimization problems are formulated in [27]–
[31] to enhance the performance considering various metrics
of VLC networks by allocating power, bandwidth, etc.
In this work, we consider medium-large VLC networks in
which BIA schemes are implemented to align the interference
among multiple users, each equipped with a reconfigurable
photodetector. The main contributions of this work are:
1) Reducing the limitations of BIA schemes for VLC by
applying a UC design in which the network is divided
into elastic clusters. The K-means algorithm is consid-
ered to divide the users into several unique groups. After
that, a novel methodology for optical AP association is
proposed based on the received optical power.
2) After dividing the whole area into several UC clusters,
closed-form expressions for the achievable DoF and user
rate are derived considering the implementation of BIA
within each cluster as a transmission scheme.
3) Taking into consideration the VLC network topology,
an optimization problem for allocating the network
resources in order to maximizing their utilization is for-
mulated. To solve this problem, a centralized algorithm
is proposed to maximize the overall user rates in the
whole area according to the formed clusters.
4) To avoid the high complexity of the centralized al-
gorithm, a distributed algorithm is proposed based on
dividing the main problem into several smaller problems
given by the number of clusters. Specifically, into each
cluster, the users are allowed to request their needs for
resources from their corresponding optical APs.
Simulation results show that BIA schemes based on the
network topology from a UC perspective (UC-BIA) outper-
forms TPC and maximum ratio combining (MRC) schemes.
In comparison to traditional BIA schemes, i.e., assuming full
connectivity and NC approaches (NC-BIA), UC-BIA shows a
better performance for VLC networks in terms of achievable
user rate and BER. In contrast to our previous works, i.e., [8]–
[10], [12], in this work the problem of resource allocation is
addressed. It is shown that the proposed resource allocation
algorithms provide better performance than uniform resource
allocation in the considered scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model of the VLC network is described.
A brief overview of the implementation of BIA for VLC
networks is introduced in Section III. In Section IV, the
proposed UC approach is presented, the methodology of BIA
schemes is defined, and then, the achievable DoF and user rate
for BIA schemes based on the UC approach are derived. The
formulation and analysis of the resource allocation problem for
both the centralized and distributed algorithms are derived in
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Section V. Section VI presents the simulation results. Finally,
Section VII provides concluding remarks.
Notation. In the following, we define the notation con-
sidered in this work. First, the bold upper case and lower
case letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. All
the vectors are defined as column vectors and the transpose
operator is applied when required. For representing the identity
and zero matrices with M × M dimension, we call out to
the notations IM and 0M , respectively, while 0M,N denotes
the M × N zero matrix, [ ]T and [ ]H are the transpose and
hermitian transpose operators, respectively. Finally, E is the
statistical expectation, and col{} is the column operator that
stacks the considered vectors in a column.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink VLC system as shown in Fig. 2,
composed of L, l =
{
1, . . . , L
}
, optical APs providing illu-
mination and data transmission to K, k =
{
1, . . . ,K
}
, users.
Each user is equipped with m =
{
1, . . . ,M
}
photodiodes
allocated in an angle diversity pattern while selecting a single
photodiode from the M possible photodiodes at time n. This
architecture is referred to as reconfigurable photodetector and
it is further discussed below. The signal transmitted by the set
of L optical APs at time n can be written in vector form as
x[n] =
[
x1 . . . xL
]T
∈ RL×1+ , (1)
where xl is the signal transmitted by optical AP l, which may
contain symbols intended to the K users. Thus, the signal
received1 by user k at time n is
y[k][n] = h[k] (m[n])
T
x[n] + z[k][n], (2)
where h[k] (m[n]) ∈ RL×1+ is the channel vector between the













l (m) is the channel from optical AP l to user k when it
selects the m-th photodiode. Moreover, z[k][n] is real valued
additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
σ2z given by the sum of the contributions from both shot noise
and thermal noise [32].
The set of optical APs are controlled by a central unit
(CU) that provides time synchronization while there is no
cooperation for data sharing among them. Besides, CSI is
not available at the transmitter side and the CU only knows
the topology of the network. Each user selects a specific
photodiode at each time slot following a predefined pattern.
A. LED Transmitter
For VLC, the transmitted signal is simultaneously used for
providing both constant illumination and data transmission.
The maximum level of optical power transmitted by each
optical AP is denoted as Pmax. This power level can provide
1Recall that all the vectors are defined as column vectors and the transpose
operator is applied when required.
Fig. 2. VLC network composed of a high number of optical APs serving
multiple users. The green arrows represent the desired signals, while the red









Fig. 3. Geometry of the optical channel model. The LoS component for the
optical AP-photodiode pair.
a high SNR enhancing the performance of VLC networks.
Also, a minimum level of irradiated signal power, referred to
as Pmin, must be fulfilled in order to guarantee an acceptable
SNR level, which can ensure the required data rate. As a
consequence, the transmitted power corresponds to a value
within the range [Pmin, Pmax].
B. Optical Channel Model
The optical channel is composed of a Line-of-Sight (LoS)
component, which corresponds to the direct link between
transmitter and user, and a Non-LoS (NLoS) component
caused by the reflection on walls, ceiling, floor and other ele-
ments of the scenario. According to [33], the LoS component
represents the largest portion of the received optical power.
Moreover, recall that, each user is equipped with a reconfig-
urable photodetector composed of M , m = {1, . . . ,M}, each
providing a preset mode by pointing out to a specific orienta-
tion, and therefore, generating a wide field of view (FoV) [18].
Therefore, LoS propagation is guaranteed to constitute the
most important contribution of the optical channel. Thus, the
NLoS component can be neglected.
The LoS component is determined by the geometry of the
transmitter-receiver pair as shown in Fig. 3. The distance
between optical AP l and user k is denoted as dkl and
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the reconfigurable photodetector. The channel responses from the L optical APs are received by each of the M photodiodes of user
k that are allocated in an angle diversity, i.e., with a distinct orientation vector each. Then, a specific channel response h[k](m), namely preset mode, is
selected by connecting a unique photodiode with the single signal processing chain.





l (m), respectively. Thus, the LoS

































l ≥ ΨF ,
(4)
where ǫ and Apd are the responsivity and detection area of
















, where t = − ln 2ln(cos(φ1/2)) is the Lambertian







is the gain of optical filter and concentrator, r is
the coefficient of photodiode and ΨF denotes the FoV of the
photodiode.
C. Reconfigurable photodetector
The purpose of the reconfigurable photodetector is to pro-
vide M linearly independent channel vectors (see (3)) to user
k. That is, h[k](m) 6= a · h[k](m′) + b, m = 1, . . . ,M ,
a, b ∈ R. To do that, the M photodiodes of user k are allocated
following a geometrical pattern that provides diversity [19].
Notice that this approach generates a distinct incidence angle
at each photodiode of user k, which has a direct impact on a
non-linear function such as the cosine in the channel response
as can be seen in (4). In [20], the photodiodes are allocated
around the faces of a hand-held device to generate this angle
diversity. In such a way, the use of lenses at each photodiode
can be also employed for this purposes so that the filter plus
concentrator gain in (3) is not a linear function [18].
Assuming photodiodes are allocated according to an angle
diversity pattern, the orientation of photodiode m of user k is
2The distance among the photodiodes of user k is much smaller than the
distance from any of these photodiodes to any optical AP. Therefore, the
irradiance angle between the photodiode m of user k and optical AP l, can







3The same responsivity and area of detection are considered for all the
photodiodes that compose the reconfigurable photodetector.
given by its azimuth and elevation angles, which are denoted
by α[k,m] and θ[k,m], respectively. Thus, the orientation angle


























Then, the irradiance angle is given by the position of each
optical AP l and user k, which define the vector v
[k]
l steering
from optical AP l to user k, while the incidence angle is
determined by these parameters and also by the orientation
of photodiode m of user k. Assuming that the optical APs
are pointing to the floor, i.e., their orientation angle is n̂l =


























respectively. Notice that each photodiode m provides a distinct
incidence angle to user k, which affects the channel response
(see (4)) in a non-linear fashion. Therefore, generating linearly
independent channels among the M photodiodes of user k,
which are referred to as preset modes of the reconfigurable
photodetector.
Once the set of linearly independent channel responses
is obtained, a unique channel response, i.e., a preset mode,
is connected to a single signal processing chain through a
selector that switches among the available preset modes of the
reconfigurable photodetector as shown in Fig. 4. It is assumed
that the speed of switching is enough to select a specific preset
mode every time slot. Although the electronic components
can satisfy this requirement nowadays, alternative schemes
such as [34] can be applied for slower speed of switching.
Moreover, this receiver architecture allows us to reduce the
complexity and energy consumption since a single cascade
of amplifiers is used. These can include a transimpedance
amplifier, post-amplifiers to adapt the signal, control gain, etc.,
and a single analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

















The symbol  is received 
in two linearly independent 
channel responses
u
[1] Interference received in time slot 1 
because of  can be measured at the 




Fig. 5. BIA supersymbol for the MISO BC scenario with L = 2 optical APs
and K = 2 users. Each color represents a preset mode. The procedure to
decode the symbol u[1] by user 1 is commented in detail.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF BIA FOR VLC NETWORKS
BIA is a transmission scheme firstly proposed in [17].It
considers a predefined pattern of channel modes selected by
each user during a set of time slots (see Fig. 1). It uses these
modes to remove the interference because of transmission to
other users by measuring that interference and subtracting it
afterwards exploiting a particular structure of these patterns
without the need for CSI or cooperation among transmitters. In
this sense, BIA outperforms the DoF achieved by orthogonal
transmission schemes, which are limited to 1 DoF per time
slot. Indeed, in [35], it is demonstrated that the DoF achieved
by BIA corresponds to the optimal value in the absence of
CSI at the transmitters. Thus, motivated by the concept of
reconfigurable photodetectors we focus on the implementation
of BIA in VLC networks. In the following, the principles of
BIA are introduced for a simple VLC network, and then, the
general case is considered.
1) Toy example: For illustration purposes, we consider a
VLC network comprising L = 2 optical APs serving K = 2
users able to switch between 2 preset modes. Hence, the pro-
posed scenario corresponds to a multiple-input single output
broadcast channel (MISO BC). For this case, the switching
patterns carried out by both users form a supersymbol that
comprises 3 time slots, as shown in Fig. 5. The transmitted
signal during the 3 time slots of the supersymbol follow the























where x[n] ∈ RL×1+ , L = 2, is the signal transmitted during
time slot n, I2 and 02 are 2 × 2 identity and zero matrices,




2 ] ∈ R
L×1
+ is the desired
symbol, which contains 2 DoF intended to user k each, and
u
[k]
l is the symbol transmitted by optical AP l. Notice that
simultaneous transmission to both users occurs in the first
time slot, and therefore, the received signal is polluted by
interference due to transmission to other user. On the other
hand, the symbols u[1] and u[2], which carry 2 DoF each,
are transmitted orthogonally, i.e., free of interference, in time
slots 2 and 3, respectively. It is worth remarking that pure
orthogonal transmission achieves 1 DoF per channel use, i.e.,
3 DoF during the 3 time slots of the supersymbol, while
TABLE I
TRANSMITTED SIGNAL FOR L = 2 AND K = 2
AP 1 AP 2



















the proposed BIA scheme transmits 4 DoF during the same
supersymbol length.
BIA is based on generating alignment blocks in which
the channel state of a specific user varies among L linearly
independent channel responses while the state of all other users
remains constant. For the considered toy example a single









form an alignment block for users 1
and 2, respectively. Focussing on user 1 without loss of gener-




. Notice that, the reconfigurable photodetector of user 1
switches between two distinct preset modes during these time
slots providing linearly independent channel responses. On the





in order to align the interference. The signal











































, while the desired symbol u
[1]
ζ





Moreover, the symbols u[1] and u[2] are transmitted in or-
thogonal fashion during the second and third time slots,
respectively. Still focussing on user 1, the interference received
due to the transmission of u[2] in the first time slot can be
measured at the third time slot, and then, subtracted afterwards.






















In (10), the channel responses h[1](1) and h[1](2) are
linearly independent since they correspond to different preset
modes provided by the reconfigurable photodetector of user
1. This condition is required to form a 2-rank matrix so that
the 2 DoF in symbol u[1] can be decoded by solving the
problem (10), i.e., 2/3 DoF can be achieved during the entire
supersymbol for user 1. Following the same procedure, user





while measuring the interference received due to
the transmission to user 1 at second time slot. As a result,
4/3 DoF per time slot can be achieved for L = 2 optical
APs serving K = 2 users scenario based on the BIA scheme,
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which outperforms the 1 DoF per time slot achievable by pure
orthogonal transmission.
2) General case: The supersymbol of BIA for MISO BC
VLC networks, which comprises L optical APs serving K
users, must contain ζ = {1, . . . , (L−1)K−1} alignment blocks
allocated to each user satisfying the following conditions:
• Ensuring the decodability of each symbol. Solving the
L DoF contained in each symbol intended to user k,
which is denoted by u
[k]
ζ for the ζ-th alignment block
that requires at least L linearly independent channel
responses (see (10) for L = 2). Thus, the reconfigurable
photodetector of user k must switch among L preset
modes within the transmission of the ζ−th alignment
block in which transmission of u
[k]
ζ occurs.
• Alignment of the interference. BIA is based on measur-
ing the interference that transmission in each alignment
block of symbol u
[k]
ζ , causes in all other users. To do that,





remain in a constant preset mode during each alignment
block of user k. Therefore, the interference is aligned
in less dimensions than the symbol intended to user k.
For instance, in the supersymbol shown in Fig. 5, user 2
maintains the preset mode 1 during the alignment block
of user 1, which comprises the time slots {1, 2}.
Following [17], the supersymbol of the BIA scheme is
divided into two blocks denoted as Block 1 and Block 2. In
Block 1, transmission to K users is carried out simultaneously,
and therefore, each user is subject to interference due to
transmission to all other K − 1 users. Specifically, Block 1
consists of the first (L − 1) time slots of each alignment
block of each user. These time slots can be defined as a
group, and each group belongs to one alignment block. As
a consequence, Block 1 consists of a total of (L − 1)K−1
groups allocated to each user. Therefore, the length of Block
1 comprises (L−1)×(L−1)K−1 = (L−1)K time slots as is
shown in Fig. 6. On the other hand, Block 2 comprises the last
time slot of each alignment block of each user with the aim of
transmitting the information to all users in orthogonal fashion.
Therefore, the length of Block 2 is equal to K(L−1)K−1 time
slots. This structure of the supersymbol can be used to measure
the interference due to the simultaneous transmission, which
is carried out over Block 1, through Block 2 and subtract it
afterwards. More details about BIA are described in [17].
Finally, each of the K users is able to decode L DoF in each
of its (L − 1)K−1 alignment blocks over a supersymbol that
comprises (L−1)K +K(L−1)K−1 time slots, i.e., (L−1)K
time slots of Block 1 plus K(L− 1)K−1 time slots of Block









This value can be achieved by solving the symbols received
during the alignment blocks of each user. Without loss of
generality, the received signal after interference subtraction





































































ral index refers to the position in the alignment block rather
than the corresponding temporal index within the supersymbol
for the sake of simplicity. Note that, in (12), the symbol u
[k]
ζ
containing L DoF is received along L distinct preset modes of
the reconfigurable photodetector of user k. Thus, the channel
matrix H[k] exclusively depends on the channel responses
provided by the reconfigurable photodetector of user k, and
it is defined as
H[k] =
[
h[k](1) . . . h[k](L)
]T
∈ RL×L, (13)
which corresponds to a full-rank matrix and allows us to
decode the L DoF contained in u
[k]
ζ successfully. Thus, the













where Pstr is the optical power allocated to each stream,
H[k] =
[
h[k](1) . . . h[k](L)
]T
∈ RL×L is the channel






Beyond the absence of CSI at the transmitters and the
lack of cooperation, BIA offers several advantages for VLC
networks. Only some synchronization is required since each
optical AP transmits the symbols u
[k]
ζ,l that collectively com-
pose the symbol u
[k]
ζ (see (8) and (12)). Also, the transmitted
signal is naturally real and non-negative since the precoding
matrices are composed of {0, 1} values for BIA (see (8))
and the achievable rate does not depend on the correlation
among channel responses of the users; it only depends on the
channel responses generated by the preset modes of each user
(see (12)).
It is interesting to remark that there exists a trade-off
between DoF and achievable rate. As the number of users
increases, the achievable DoF tends to L (see (11) as K
tends to infinity). That is, the same DoF as the theoretically is
achievable in a multiple-input multiple-output channel with L
transmitters and K users, which is given by min (L,K). On
the other hand, a noise enhancement occurs and is proportional
to the number of users in the first K−1 slots of (12), and that
the physical channel must remain constant during the entire
supersymbol so that the resulting channel of each user only
depends on the selected preset mode. This trade-off motivates
the use of UC clustering and resource allocation for VLC
networks based on BIA as proposed in this work. Moreover, it
is worth noticing that in contrast to TPC schemes such as [13]–
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User 1 h(1) h(2) … h(L -1) h(1) … h(L -1) h(1) … h(L -1) ⌠…⌡ h(L ) h(L ) h(L) … h(1) h(2) h(L -1)




















K × (L −1)
K−1(L −1)
K
Fig. 6. BIA supersymbol for MISO BC general case with L optical APs serving K users. Notice that, the first (L− 1) time slots of each alignment bock
belong to Block 1, while the last time slot belongs to Block 2. The interference that the transmission of u
[k]
1 generates at user k
′ can be measured in Block
2 and subtracted afterwards. Each color represents a preset mode.
[15], the methodology for constructing the BIA scheme does
not change if the number of users is greater than the number
of optical APs.
IV. USER CENTRIC CLUSTER FORMATION (UC)
For indoor VLC environments composed of multiple optical
APs, the performance might be degraded due to the inter-
ference at the cells edges. The most straightforward way to
avoid the interference based on BIA schemes is to simply
assume a fully connected design, i.e., considering a setting
where all users are connected to the whole set of optical APs.
However, in addition to the fact that achieving full connectivity
is unlikely for VLC systems due to the small and confined
area of coverage provided by each optical AP, this approach
leads to a considerable noise enhancement proportional to the
number of served users and a large supersymbol length, i.e.,
a large required coherence time.
In this context, a feasible solution for managing the ICI
in BIA schemes applied to VLC networks is required. The
formation of some prespecified clusters can minimize the ICI
where multiple neighboring optical APs are merged to form
several NC clusters. These clusters are formed with fixed
shapes regardless of the distribution of users. It is worth
mentioning that the network topology from the NC perspective
eliminates only a fraction of the ICI where the users at
the edge of each cluster are still subject to the interference
received from the neighboring clusters. To circumvent this, a
UC approach was proposed in [8], [11] to form clusters based
on the distribution of users. That is, the clusters are formed
with elastic shapes and change over time based on the updates
in the network topology.
For illustrative purposes, let us consider a simple toy
example comprising L = 4 optical APs and K = 4 users
as is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), each user is connected to
its corresponding optical AP while receiving interference due
to the LoS components of the neighbouring optical APs. In
Fig. 7(b), the full connectivity BIA approach is implemented,
and therefore, it is assumed that each user receives a useful
signal from all optical APs at the cost of increasing the noise
and the required coherence time. On the other hand, a NC
approach is considered in Fig. 7(c), where two static clusters
are constructed, each comprising 2 optical APs serving 2 users.
In this sense, an orthogonal resource allocation scheme must
LED 1 LED 2 LED 3 LED 4
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
(a)
LED 1 LED 2 LED 3 LED 4
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
(b)
LED 1 LED 2 LED 3 LED 4
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
𝐶1 𝐶2
(c)
LED 1 LED 2 LED 3 LED 4
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
𝐶1 𝐶2𝐶1 𝐶3
(d)
Fig. 7. (a) Each user is served by its corresponding optical AP and
receives interference from the neighboring optical APs. (b) Full connectivity
is assumed. (c) Two static clusters are constructed with interference at the
clusters edges. (d) Three elastic clusters are constructed and the ICI is avoided.
be considered to avoid the interference represented by the red
links between the NC clusters. Finally, the UC approach is
implemented, and 3 UC clusters are constructed as is shown
in Fig. 7(d). These clusters are characterized by their irregular
shapes and change in a dynamic fashion with the distribution
of users so that the ICI can be minimized and even neglected.
In the following, we present UC cluster formation for VLC
based on BIA schemes. First, we carry out the user set
formation, and then, the corresponding optical APs for each
cluster is determined. Finally, the achievable DoF and user
rate are derived taking into consideration the UC approach.
A. UC clustering
Let us first introduce some useful notations before pre-
senting the construction of the UC clusters. The K-means
algorithm initially derived in [36] is considered under a given
number of clusters denoted as C, c = {1, . . . , C}, which is
defined as a set hosting all the constructed clusters. Moreover,
each UC cluster is denoted by Cc and is constituted by two
subsets; the users subset denoted by VKc and the optical APs
subset denoted by VLc . It is assumed that each cluster Cc is
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Fig. 8. Cluster formation from the UC perspective assuming C = 3 based
on the K-means algorithm.
formed by a unique users subset as well as a unique optical
APs subset, i.e.,
Cc = VLc ∪ VKc ,VLc ∩ VL′c = ∅,VKc ∩ VK
′
c












1) User set formation: The K-means algorithm divides the
K users into C clusters based on the high and low similarities
within each cluster and among clusters. This can be achieved
by minimizing the total distance among users within each
cluster to its centroid. The cluster c is determined by a centroid
calculated using the location of the users in the subset VKc
denoted by ξc(I), where I, i = {0, . . . , I}, is the total number
of iterations. In this sense, the K users are defined as points
in a 2-dimensional space as is shown in Fig. 2. Hence, the
position of user k is defined by the tuple (xk, yk). Taking into
consideration the number of clusters C, the initial centroids,
i.e., ξ1(i), ξ2(i), . . . , ξC(i), correspond to the location of a
random user. After that, the clustering formation is processed





2 + (yk − yξc(i))
2, (16)
where dist(k, ξc(i)) is the Euclidean distance and(
xξc(i), yξc(i)
)
represents the coordinates of the cluster
centroid ξc(i) at the i-th iteration. Thus, user k is assigned to
the clusters corresponding to the nearest centroid, i.e.,
c∗ = arg min
c∈C
dist(k, ξc(i)). (17)
Notice that, if more than one centroid satisfies the condition
(17) during a given iteration, user k is assigned randomly
to one of them. Then, each cluster recalculates its centroid










After each iteration, the equations (16) and (17) are repeatedly
checked until there is no change in the centroids of the clusters
(18).
2) Optical AP Association: Aiming to guarantee the qual-
ity of the services provided and satisfying the user demands,
we propose a novel optical AP association for the users
belonging to each cluster based on average received power
level. The sets of optical APs and users that compose the
cluster c, which are denoted by VLc and VKc , respectively,
must be determined ensuring full connectivity within the
cluster in order to maximize the DoF and the utilization of
the transmission resources for BIA schemes. Therefore, a
minimum threshold for the received power must be applied to
avoid including useless optical APs. From a UC perspective,
these optical APs sets update and change in a dynamic fashion
as the users sets are formed as described above. The proposed
optical APs association works as follows:
Each set of users VKc is able to define its corresponding
optical APs set VLc based on local measurements only and
independently of other users sets. Moreover, each user belong-
ing to set VKc sorts the optical APs according to their received
power level. Thus, user k is associated with the optical APs
that satisfy the condition








, k ∈ VKc , l ∈ L, (19)
where P
[k,c]
l is the received power from optical AP l by user
k belonging to set VKc . Notice that the received power level








min is the minimum threshold power received by user
k. Notice that each user receives the strongest signal power
from the nearest optical AP. Thus, the optical APs that solve
equation (19) are subject to the following constraint
l ∈ L/dist (l, ξc(I)) ≤ dth, (21)
where dist (l, ξc(I)) is the distance between optical AP l and
the centroid of users set VKc and dth is the threshold distance
between optical AP and the centroid of the cluster.
As a consequence, the combination of optical APs of each
user is constrained by (20) and (21). It is worth mentioning that
the users belonging to set VKc are grouped based on the closest
distance, and therefore, their combinations of optical APs
resulting from equation (19) are overlapping with each other,
forming the optical APs set VLc . Furthermore, after gradually
constructing all the optical APs sets by the aforementioned
rules, if a specific optical AP belongs to several optical APs
sets, i.e., l∗ ∈ (VLc ∩ VL′c), this optical AP selects the cluster
with closest centroid, i.e.,
VLc = {l
∗ / arg min dist (l∗, ξc(I))} . (22)
Besides, if multiple centroids have the same distance to optical
AP l∗, it is assigned randomly to one of them. As a result, the
proposed scheme ends up with a unique optical APs set for
each UC cluster.
In Fig. 8, the proposed UC design is applied, and then, the
whole area of the VLC network is divided into three elastic
clusters, i.e., C = 3. Moreover, the constructed UC clusters
change over time to adapt to the updates of the VLC network
topology, for example an optical AP might be turned on or off
or the distribution of the users may vary. It is worth mentioning
that our UC formation requires a pre-estimated number of
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clusters in order to find the optimal solution. In Section VI,
different values of C are tested.
B. DoF and achievable rates for UC-BIA
Assuming the implementation of BIA in each cluster, the
proposed UC approach improves both the achievable DoF and
user rates. For the toy example depicted in Fig. 7(c), the NC
approach generates two clusters composed of two optical APs
and two users each. Since BIA transmission is considered in
each cluster, the NC approach achieves 43 +
4
3 ≈ 2.6 DoF and
each user suffers a noise enhancement because of removing the
interference due to transmission to the other user in the same
cluster. Moreover, the coherence time must be large enough to
consider a supersymbol length comprising 3 time slots. On the
other hand, the UC approach depicted in Fig. 7(d) generates
three clusters; two of them with a single AP and a single user
and one cluster with two optical APs and two users. Thus,
the achievable DoF equals to 1 + 43 + 1 ≈ 3.3 DoF, which
outperforms the DoF achieved by the NC approach. Moreover,
the users within the clusters composed of a single AP do
not suffer any noise increase and the supersymbol length
comprises a unique time slot. For the general case, the UC
approach combined with BIA schemes reduces the constraints
related to the required SNR and coherence time, which makes
its implementation more suitable for VLC networks.
Each cluster c implements a BIA scheme independently
of all other clusters. Moreover, the sets of optical APs and
users that define cluster c do no overlap with other clusters
(see (15)). Thus, considering |VLc | = Lc denoting the number
of optical APs and |VKc | = Kc denoting the number of users
within cluster c, the supersymbol comprises
ΓUC−BIA = (Lc − 1)
Kc +Kc(Lc − 1)
Kc−1, (23)
time slots. As a consequence, (Lc − 1)
Kc−1 alignment blocks
are allocated to each user of cluster c and Lc DoF can be
decoded over each alignment block. Therefore, the normalized





Lc +Kc − 1
. (24)
The proposed UC approach minimizes the inter-cluster
interference and, therefore, it can be treated as noise. Thus, the
signal received by user k, k ∈ VKc , during its alignment block
ζ, ζζ = {1, . . . , (Lc − 1)
Kc−1}, after aligning and subtracting
the interference can be written as

















c′ is the relative power from optical cluster c
′
received at user k in cluster c taking this cluster as reference,
i.e., α
[k,c]
c = 1, denoting h
[k,c]
c′ (m) ∈ R
Lc′×1 as the channel
between the Lc′ optical APs that compose cluster c
′ and user
k in cluster c at preset mode m, H
[k,c]











∈ RLc×Lc′ , (26)
where H
[k,c]
c is the channel matrix for cluster c in similar
fashion as (12) while H
[k,c]
c′ , c
′ 6= c, represents the interference
received from neighbouring clusters. Finally, in (25), z[k,c]
represents the noise after interference subtraction, which is







Thus, the achievable data rate of user k belonging to cluster
















where b[k,c] = 1Lc+Kc−1 is the ratio of the alignment blocks
allocated to user k during the entire supersymbol and, since
the inter-cluster interference is treated as noise,












is the covariance matrix of the noise plus interference.
V. RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN USER CENTRIC CLUSTER
In this section, we formulate an optimization problem for
the resource allocation in order to satisfy the demands of the
users taking into consideration the topology of the VLC net-
work. In particular, the most computationally efficient method
to find the resource allocation for each user is to simply
implement a uniform resource allocation scheme. In this
manner, users associated with an optical AP share its available
resources uniformly. Notice that, the proposed UC approach
guarantees full connectivity within each cluster. Therefore, the
BIA scheme can be implemented into each cluster as a MISO
BC, i.e., users belonging to set VKc get resources from all the
available optical APs of set VLc . As a consequence, we assume
that the available resources of each optical AP l, l ∈ VLc , in
terms of the fractional time denoted by e[l,c] are uniformly
allocated among the users belonging to set VKc , i.e., uniformly
among the alignment blocks Kc(Lc−1)
Kc−1 obtained by the
implementation of the BIA scheme. Therefore, the resources







, ∀l ∈ VLc , ∀k ∈ VKc , ∀c ∈ C. (30)
Notice that, e[k,c] can be defined as a fractional variable cor-
responding to the time that cluster c devotes to communicate
with user k. Despite the simplicity of the uniform resource
allocation scheme, it might waste the network resources due
to the fact that the users belonging to cluster c may not need to
employ their resources fully. Therefore, the uniform resource
allocation scheme may lead to reducing the overall resource
utilization into the area of each UC cluster. In this work, we
are aiming to solve this issue through formulating a resource
allocation optimization problem that considers the demands of
the users.
In the following, the optimization problem is formulated
based on maximizing the aggregate utility-based resource
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function taking into consideration the constructed UC clus-
ters. Then, we propose a centralized algorithm to solve the
optimization problem through an exhaustive search method
and find the optimal resource allocation in the whole VLC
area. After that, a distributed algorithm is proposed in order
to reduce the complexity while providing a near optimal
alternative to the centralized algorithm through giving both the
users and the optical APs active roles to solve the optimization
problem.
A. Problem formulation and centralized algorithm
The concept of utility function can be adopted to model
the resource allocation problem for a VLC network serving
multiple users. The resources allocated from optical AP l,
l ∈ VLc , to user k, k ∈ VKc , are denoted
4 by e[k,l,c]. Thus,





e[k,l,c], ∀l ∈ VLc , ∀k ∈ VKc , ∀c ∈ C. (31)
The overall rate of user k, which is derived in (28), can be
expressed as
R[k,c] = e[k,c] r[k,c]. (32)
Our objective function aims to allocate the network resources
based on the demands of users in order to guarantee the
maximization of their utilization. We consider that the re-
sources allocated to each user belonging to set VKc from









. The value e
[k,c]
min corresponds to the
overall minimum resources required by user k to achieve a
minimum data rate. On the other hand, the value e
[k,c]
max is
defined as the overall maximum resources required by user
k to further improve the achievable user rate. According to
the load of cluster c, the minimum or maximum required
resources are allocated to user k. For example, if there are
sufficient resources into cluster c, user k increases towards
the maximum value e
[k,c]
max, otherwise, the allocated resources
decrease to the minimum value e
[k,c]
min .
In order to find the overall resource allocated to each user,
an optimization problem is formulated based on maximizing
the aggregate utility function of the resources allocated to the


























[k,c] b[k,c] ≤ e[k,c]max, ∀k ∈ VKc , ∀c ∈ C,
(33)
where U(·) is a monotonically increasing, strictly concave and
continuously differentiable function, which achieves propor-
tional fairness among users, e.g., considering a logarithmic
function U(·) = log(·) [38], ηk > 0 is the scalability to
4We consider that each optical AP l, l ∈ VLc , gives the highest
priority for allocating its resources to user k, k ∈ VKc , that satisfies
k ∈ VKc / argmin dist(k, l).
flow e[l,k,c] [37], αl is the capacity constraint of optical
AP l, l ∈ VLc , and b
[k,c] is the ratio of alignment blocks
allocated for user k, which is defined in (28). It is worth
mentioning that the objective function is considered in the
form of log
(
1 + ηk e
[k,l,c]
)
in order to avoid the case of
having U(·) = −∞ if e[k,l,c] = 0. The first constraint
satisfies the requirement that the resources allocated to each
user belonging to set VKc from each optical AP l into set VLc
are equal or less than the capacity limitation of that optical AP,
while the second constraint guarantees that the total resources
allocated for each user belonging to cluster c are within the
range of its needs. This optimization problem can be solved
through an exhaustive search method. This method is denoted
as a centralized algorithm from now on, and it requires a
central manager to control the network resource allocation, in
addition to some network information and coordination among
the optical APs. As a consequence, the centralized algorithm
requires high computational complexity to find the optimal
solution even for a modest size of the VLC network.
In the following, we propose a distributed algorithm in
which the problem in (33) can be divided into C smaller
problems. Moreover, the dual decomposition via Lagrangian
multiplier method is considered to solve the optimization
problem within each UC cluster, i.e., the resource allocation
problem of each UC cluster is decoupled into two sub-
problems, which can be solved jointly by an iterative algorithm
or separately at the users side and the optical APs side,
respectively.
B. Distributed resource allocation
A full dual decomposition method is proposed whereby
using the Lagrangian multiplier [26], [39], [40] can be adopted
to solve the optimization problem in (33). First, the problem















e[k,l,c] ≤ αl, ∀l ∈ VLc , ∀c ∈ C
∑
l∈VLc
e[k,l,c] b[k,c] ≥ e
[k,c]
min , ∀k ∈ VKc , ∀c ∈ C
∑
l∈VLc
e[k,l,c] b[k,c] ≤ e[k,c]max, ∀k ∈ VKc , ∀c ∈ C.
(34)
Then, the Lagrangian function for (34) is given by (35), where
εl, λk and νk are the Lagrange multipliers associated with
the first, second and last constraints in (34), respectively. The
dual function can be expressed as the maximum value of the
Lagrangian function, i.e.,
G(ε, λ, ν) = max
e
f(e, εl, λk, νk). (36)
As a consequence, the optimum value of e[k,l,c] can be
obtained by solving the following dual problem
min
ε,λ,ν
G(ε, λ, ν). (37)
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constraint 3 in (34)
Interestingly, the problem in (34) is a convex optimization
problem where the constraints are all linear equalities. There-
fore, the optimal value can be equivalently found by solving
the dual problem of (37) [41]. In this sense, we propose a
distributed algorithm via Lagrangian decomposition to solve
the problem in (37). Notice that, the dual function in (36) can
be simplified to

































max for each user k ∈ VKc ,
αl for each AP l ∈ VLc ;
2: Initialisation: i = 0, εl for each AP l ∈ VLc ,
λk and νk for each user k ∈ VKc ,
step size Ωj(i) > 0 , j ∈ {ε, λ, ν};
3: for each c ∈ C do;
4: for each AP l ∈ VLc do;
5: Solve (39);
6: Update εl according to (47) ;
7: end for
8: for each user k ∈ VKc do;
9: Update λk and νk according to (48) and (49);
10: Update (νk − λk) ;
11: end for
12: i = i+ 1;
13: Update Ωj(i+ 1) , j ∈ {ε, λ, ν}, according to (50);
14: end for
The distributed algorithm works as follows. First, according
to (38), each optical AP l, l ∈ VLc , can solve its own optimiza-
tion problem independently from the other optical APs into set
VLc with the aim of finding the optimum e
∗[k,l,c] [26]. Thus,




















(νk − λk) e
[k,l,c]. (40)
It can be seen that the problem in (39) is a concave problem
with respect to the variable e[k,l,c]. Therefore, the optimum
value e∗[k,l,c] can be calculated by taking the partial derivative























is a monotonically decreasing
function with respect to the resource allocated e[k,l,c] by
optical AP l for all the users belonging to cluster c. Given
this point, if the partial derivative
∂g(e)
∂e
|e[k,l,c]=0 ≤ 0, the




|e[k,l,c]=1 ≥ 0, the optimum value e
∗[k,l,c]
equals one. On the other hand, the optimum value e∗[k,l,c]
can be calculated by solving the following equation for each















 = εl + (νk − λk), (42)
where εl, λk and νk correspond to fixed values. Therefore, the
optimum resource allocation is given as
e∗[k,l,c] =
ηk
εl + (νk − λk)
− 1/ηk. (43)
As a results, the optimum value e∗[k,l,c], where ∀l ∈ VLc ,














εl + (νk − λk)
− 1/ηk, otherwise.
(44)
Secondly, the dual problem of (37), taking into account the
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optimum value e∗[k,l,c] derived from the first step, can be
modified according to the following equation to calculate the
optimum values of the multipliers εl, λk and νk
min
ε,λ,ν
{f(g(e∗), εl, λk, νk)}, (45)
where





































It can be seen that the objective function in (45) is concave and
differentiable, and therefore, the gradient projection method
can be applied to solve it. As a result, the values for εl, λk















































respectively, where i−th denotes the iteration of the gradient
algorithm, [.]+ is a projection on the positive orthant to
account for considering the fact that we have εl, λk, νk ≥ 0.
Furthermore, Ωj(i) , j ∈ {ε, λ, ν}, is the step size at a given
i−th iteration that is taken in the direction of the negative
gradient for the multipliers εl, λk and νk.
Based on the above discussion, the distributed algorithm
can be solved iteratively. In this sense, each optical APs into
set VLc calculates the optimum resource allocation through
solving the optimization problem defined in (39), which has
the optimum solution of (44) considering different cases. After
that, the dual problem defined in (45) can be solved over a
number of iterations in order to obtain the optimum solution
and set the multipliers εl, λk and νk. As a results, the sub
problem in (39) can be coordinated.
Finally, the dual problem can be solved separately on the
users side and the optical APs side, respectively. In this sense,
the multipliers εl, λk and νk work as messages between the
users set VKc and the optical APs set VLc that compose cluster
c. The multiplier εl can be interpreted as the price of optical
AP l, l ∈ VLc , and hence, it is determined according to the
capacity limitation αl. By simply interpreting the traffic load




traffic demand, the multiplier εl works as a bridge between
the traffic demand and the capacity limitation of optical AP l.
Fig. 9. The optimality of the distributed algorithm in comparison with
the centralized algorithm. Different optical cluster formations are considered
based on BIA schemes. C = 3 clusters are assumed for UC and NC
approaches.
For example, if the traffic demand of optical AP l, l ∈ VLc ,
exceeds its capacity limitation, the price εl goes up in order
to denote that it is expensive to use this link, otherwise, the
price εl decreases to state the low cost of using this link. On
the other hand, the multipliers λk and νk are used by each
user belonging to the users set VKc of cluster c to ensure that
the resources allocated for each user fall within the required
range of the resources. As a results, each optical AP in cluster
c starts with an initial feasible value for its price, and then,
updates that price based on its own traffic demand and capacity
limitation. Similarly, each user belonging to cluster c starts
with an initial feasible value for its coordination parameters,
and then, updates and broadcasts the difference (νk−λk) to all
the optical APs of cluster c in order to coordinate the resource
allocation. As a consequence, the total amount of the resources
allocated to each user satisfies its demand. The distributed
resource allocation is summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. Optimality and convergence
After iteratively performing the process above, the dis-
tributed algorithm is guaranteed to converge and provide a
solution significantly close to the optimal. In Fig. 9, the
achievable user rate is depicted over a dozen of iterations
and based on the simulation parameters discussed in Section
VI. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm is capable of
converging to the optimal solution provided by the centralized
algorithm with lower complexity. This near optimal solution
can be achieved by updating the step size parameters according
to the following procedure.







where Λε(i) = ‖G(ε(i))‖, and 0 ≤ κ1(i) ≥ 2 is some
scalar [42], [43]. Moreover, G(i) is the optimal value of the




where δε(i) can be defined as a value that guarantees that
the step size Ωε is not equal to zero at a given iteration, i.e.,
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Ωε 6= 0. This condition can be satisfied by either increasing
δε(i) or by keeping it at the same value if the target value
G(i), which is smaller by δε(i) than the best value (see 51), is
achieved. On the other hand, if the target value is not obtained
at a given iteration, δε(i) is decreased towards a threshold
value of δε. As a consequence, δε(i) is given by
δε(i) = ρ δε(i− 1), ρ ≥ 1, (52)
in the case that G(ε(i)) ≤ G(ε(i− 1)). Otherwise, it is given
by
δε(i) = max{ω δε(i− 1), δε}, ω > 1, (53)
where ρ and ω are fixed positive numbers [43]. According
to the procedure described above for updating the step size
Ωε, if the optimal value of G, which is denoted as G
∗, where
G∗ > −∞, is obtained, the following condition is satisfied
inf
i
G(ε(i)) ≤ G∗ + δε. (54)










e[k,l,c] are bounded. Therefore, the




{Λε(i)} ≤ κ2, (56)
where κ2 is some scalar. The same procedure is applied for
updating the step size Ωλ and Ων values. Notice that, the






















min are bounded, and therefore, the subgradient of the
dual objective function, ∂G(λ), is bounded,
sup
t
{Λλ(i)} ≤ κ3, (59)




e[k,l,c] b[k,c] are bounded, and hence, the subgradient
of the dual objective function ∂G(ν) is bounded,
sup
t
{Λν(i)} ≤ κ4, (60)
where κ4 is some scalar.
The distributed algorithm satisfies the conditions required in
[43] to provide a near optimal solution with low cost in terms
of complexity. Thus, denoting the algorithm runtime complex-
ity as Θ, the complexity of the distributed algorithm is equal
to Θ(|VLc | × |VKc |) at each iteration, while the complexity of











Bandwidth for each optical AP 20 MHz
Physical area of the photodiode 15 mm2
Transmitter semi-angle 45 deg
Receiver FOV 70 deg
Detector responsivity 0.53 A/W
Gain of optical filter 1.0
Noise power spectral density 10−22A2/Hz
information exchanged, for the distributed algorithm, each
optical AP and user into cluster c broadcast the price εl and
the difference (νk − λk), respectively, which are relatively
small real numbers. Hence, the amount of information ex-
changed at each iteration equals to i × (|VLc | + |VKc |). For
the centralized algorithm, the complexity is proportional to
∑C
c=1 (|VLc | × |VKc |). From now on, we consider the dis-
tributed resource allocation algorithm since it provides results
close to the optimal with lower complexity.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now present the simulation results in which the per-
formance of the proposed UC-BIA scheme is compared with
other BIA schemes and also with TPC schemes such as ZF
precoding and MRC detection. An indoor environment com-
prising a uniform distribution of 4 × 4 optical APs deployed
on the ceiling of a 15m× 15m× 3m room is considered. The
users are randomly distributed over a plane 2.15 m away from
the ceiling. If it is not specified, the number of users is equal
to K = 20, the maximum transmitted optical power of each
optical LED is 10 dBW, and C = 3 clusters are considered.
Each user is equipped with a reconfigurable photodetector able
to switch among at least M = 16 preset modes following an
hemispherical arrangement. All other simulation parameters
are listed in Table 1.
The achievable user rate as the number of clusters increases
is analyzed in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the user rate
increases as the number of clusters grows until some point.
Specifically, the user rate decreases for a value around 6
clusters for the considered scenario and for all the analyzed
schemes. Moreover, the optimal value is between 4 and 6 user
clusters, i.e., the user-rate is almost the same for these values.
Notice that the number of clusters has a direct impact on
the inter-cluster interference, and therefore, on the user rate.
Furthermore, both UC approaches based on uniform and non-
uniform resource allocation outperform the user rate achieved
by NC clustering. The proposed resource allocation improves
the overall user rate in comparison with uniform resource
allocation.
In Fig. 11, the user rate achieved by the proposed non-
uniform resource allocation is analyzed for distinct numbers
of users, K = {10, 20, 30, 40}. It is shown that the non-
uniform scheme achieves higher user rate in comparison with
uniform resource allocation in all the considered scenarios.
It can be seen that the user rate decreases as the number of
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Fig. 10. Average user rate for the proposed schemes based on UC and NC
approaches versus the number of clusters.
Fig. 11. Average user rate for the proposed schemes based on UC and NC
approaches versus different number of users.
users increases due to the fact that less resources are available
per user. Moreover, it is shown that the UC approach results
are more suitable for VLC networks in comparison with NC
clustering as the number of users increases. Notice that, in
addition to the features of overcoming the limitations of BIA
schemes such as the length of the supersymbol and the noise
enhancement, the UC approach minimizes the ICI due to the
elastic shapes of the formed clusters, which vary over time
with the network topology updates.
The achievable user rate achieved by the proposed scheme
in comparison with NC-BIA and MRC as the transmitted
optical power increases is shown in Fig. 12. First, it is shown
that the proposed non uniform resource allocation outperforms
the uniform approach since each user obtains the required
resources avoiding resource wastage. In comparison with a
transmission scheme such as MRC, the user rate achieved by
UC-BIA increases with the optical power, i.e., it works in
the DoF regime. In contrast, the user-rate achieved by MRC
remains constant beyond an optical power above 5 dBW. That
is, increasing the optical power also involves increasing the
interference above this point. Furthermore, as expected, it
can be seen that the UC-BIA schemes, independently of the
resource allocation scheme, achieve greater user rate than the
NC-BIA schemes.
In Fig. 13, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the user-rate achieved by NC-BIA, UC-BIA and ZF precoding
Fig. 12. Average user rate for the proposed schemes based on UC and NC
approaches versus the transmitted optical power and in comparison with MRC.
Fig. 13. CDF of the user rate for the non-uniform and uniform resource
allocation schemes in comparison with TPC ZF precoding.
is depicted assuming both uniform and non-uniform resource
allocation. It can be seen that non-uniform resource allocation
provides a user-rate above 22 Mbps and 30 Mbps at the 20th
percentile for NC-BIA and UC-BIA, respectively. However,
the user-rate is penalized considerably for the same trans-
mission schemes is the resources are uniformly distributed.
Specifically, at the 50th percentile, uniform resource alloca-
tion involves a penalty of about 17% in comparison with
the user rate achieved by non-uniform resource allocation.
Furthermore, the performance of TPC schemes such as ZF
precoding is subject to the correlation among the channel
responses of the users. As a consequence, user rates below
10 Mbps are achieved at the 30th percentile for both NC and
UC clustering. In general, it can be seen that UC-BIA results
are suitable for VLC networks while non-uniform resource
allocation improves the overall user rate.
To conclude the analysis of the proposed schemes, the BER
of binary pulse amplitude modulation (2-PAM) transmission
achieved by NC-BIA and UC-BIA for uniform and non-
uniform resource allocation is shown in Fig. 14. For the
NC approach the BER is above 10−3 in the entire optical
power range considered. Moreover, it can be seen that non-
uniform resource allocation slightly improves the BER. In
this sense, the management of the inter-cluster interference,
i.e., the ICI among constructed optical cells, carried out by
the UC approach allow us to improve the BER considerably.
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Fig. 14. BER for 2-PAM Modulation. No channel coding.
Specifically, a BER below 10−3 is achieved for an optical
power greater than 13 dBW and 15 dBW for the non-uniform
and uniform resource allocation schemes, respectively.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have approached the problem of resource
allocation in VLC networks based on BIA schemes. We first
propose a UC approach comprising two steps; i) several groups
of users are formed based on the K-means algorithm, ii) the set
of optical APs for each group of users is determined in order
to guarantee full connectivity between all the users and the
optical APs of each UC cluster. Based on this UC clustering,
the implementation of BIA is considered in each cluster.
With these clusters, the problem of resource allocation is
formulated taking into consideration the network topology of
the VLC network. Both centralized and distributed algorithms
are proposed to solve the resource allocation problem. The
centralized algorithm provides an optimal solution through
exhaustive search with high complexity, while the distributed
algorithm provides a near optimal solution to the centralized
algorithm with much lower complexity. It is shown that the
proposed algorithms provide higher user rates than traditional
approaches based on NC and than other transmission schemes
such as TPC and MRC. In addition, the BER achieved for BIA
schemes applied to VLC networks is considerably improved
by introducing the concepts of UC clustering and non-uniform
resource allocation.
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